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Abstract
Travelers' behavior is predicted based on their individual preferences. People search for alternatives to maximize their benefit from
doing activities, such as increasing the activity time by minimizing the travel time. Traffic congestion and the scarcity of parking spaces
in the city center motivate the decision-makers to encourage travelers to use the park-and-ride (P&R) system. An evaluation concerning
the impact of using the P&R system on the travel behavior of car users is conducted. Some of the existing P&R facilities are incorporated
into the daily activity plans of car travelers to produce new daily activity plans (i.e., P&R facility is considered an activity). By using the MultiAgent Transport Simulation (MATSim) open-source tool, simulations of the daily activity plans including the P&R system and autonomous
vehicles (AVs) are conducted. The study examines three scenarios: (1) a simulation of the existing condition, (2) a simulation of the daily
activity plans of the travelers with the P&R system, and (3) a simulation of the daily activity plans of the travelers with the P&R system
and AVs. The results show that using the P&R system increases the overall travel time compared with the existing conditions, and the use
of AVs as a transport mode impacts the existing modal share as follows: 64 % of the car users switch to AVs, while 15 % of the car users
switch to public transport. The output of this study might be used by policy-makers in parking pricing and the location of the P&R facilities.
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1 Introduction
As stated by Mokhtarian and Salomon (2001), travel time
is considered a derived demand, which is an economic
term. The derived demand means that people travel to
conduct an activity, to get benefit, while the travel itself
is considered as a waste (Mokhtarian and Salomon, 2001).
Throughout the years, traffic congestion is steadily
increasing due to the continuous population growth and
the rise in car ownership. Decision-makers work to alleviate the traffic congestion by using different transport strategic plans, such as encouraging travelers to choose public transport, multimodal, non-motorized mode, and to use
advanced technology, which makes the traveling easier.
The remedial actions that make changes at traffic congestion level are parking pricing, increasing the accessibility of public transport, and providing park-and-ride (P&R)
facilities on the periphery of the city center, close to public transport stations (Ortega et al., 2020a). Usually, people who work in the city center and use their personal
cars face several problems regarding parking restrictions,

which enforce travelers to park their cars outside the city
center and to use other transport modes to reach their
work and to avoid extra cost (Ortega et al., 2020b). For
example, public transport, taxi, car-sharing, and non-motorized modes are alternatives for personal cars in the
city center (Parkhurst, 2000). In the meanwhile, the P&R
system, which provides travelers (especially commuters) with incentives to save cost by leaving their cars at
specific locations and using the adjacent public transport mode instead, is developed (Song et al., 2017). The
saved cost is generated from the lack of parking costs
and fuel consumption as well as other indirect benefits,
such as removing the congestion stress and the time for
searching a vacant parking space. It is mentioned in the
literature that travelers seek options which make them
maximize their utility based on their preferences; examples for the options which travelers look for include minimum time, minimum cost, a suitable level of comfort,
and safe travel (Horni et al., 2016). The advancement in
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technology is uninterrupted, and a recent innovation is
the autonomous vehicle (AV), which appears on the market soon (Musk, 2020). The AV is a demanding and hot
topic, and before introducing it to the market, more efforts
are needed to understand the impact of this technology on
the daily life of people (Litman, 2017). An AV is different from a conventional car, such as using AV is considered as a door-to-door service, AV does not need a driver
to operate, and to be used, AV does not require a driving license. An AV can be operated shared and unshared,
and the travel time is suggested to be minimized due to
the decrease in car ownership (Menon et al., 2019). In this
paper, as AVs are not on the market, the value of travel
time (VOT) of travelers is used to differentiate among the
transport modes. People choose transport modes based on
the VOT, which is defined as the ratio of the marginal utility of the travel time to the marginal utility of the cost
spent in a transport mode (Hensher and Greene, 2003;
Horni et al., 2016). Thus, the VOT of AV is suggested to
be less than a conventional car’s because people can multitask onboard as they do not have to sit behind the steering wheel to control the driving (Wiseman, 2017). In this
research, the P&R system and AVs are integrated to study
their impacts on the travel behavior of car users.
The contribution of this study is to evaluate the change
in the modal share of the car users when a fixed fleet of
AVs is provided and rules do not enforce car users to park
their cars in the 13 locations of P&R facilities. The simulation is conducted based on existing P&R facilities in
Budapest city, Hungary, and it assumes a smaller VOT of
AV than that of a conventional car (Steck et al., 2018). In
this study, the P&R facilities and AVs are integrated and
simulated with the existing public transport system. In
this regard, three scenarios are carried out, as follows:
1. A simulation of the existing condition (i.e., the travelers' daily activity plans)
2. A simulation of the daily activity plans of the travelers including the P&R system (i.e., the travelers' new
daily activity plans)
3. A simulation of the daily activity plans of the travelers
considering P&R and AVs, where a tradeoff between
car, public transport, and AV is conducted (i.e.,
Scenario (2) when AVs are on the market, and a parking fee is applied)
2 Literature review
The P&R system is used to alleviate the traffic congestion in
the city center and to encourage the use of public transport.
Generally, the locations of P&R facilities are designed to be

as close to public transport terminals as possible. The target
group of the P&R system is car users, especially the commuters, which is the examined group of this research, too.
Parking supply is determined based on the demand for parking, as stated by Al-Sahili and Hamadneh (2016). Decisionmakers propose strategies that regulate the parking use in
the city by issuing laws, such as parking is allowed for a
maximum of three hours to increase the turnover of parking (Garber and Hoel, 2014). Travelers with a short stay in
the city center do not prefer to use the P&R system, while
travelers with a long stay in the city center are much interested in using the P&R system. To select a place to construct
a P&R facility, a simulation study is needed to see how travelers behave and what the consequences are. Moreover, the
determination of the capacity of the P&R system’s facilities
is important to ensure an effective system. In this section,
some related papers are discussed.
In their study, Du and Wang (2014) present the optimal number of P&R facilities, capacity, and locations by
using Modal Choice formulation based on the lowest-cost
route. A Multi-objective Spatial Optimization model is
developed and applied by Farhan and Murray (2008) to
find locations for P&R facilities with optimal benefits.
The results of the study suggest the reallocation of the
existing P&R facilities and the building of new facilities (Farhan and Murray, 2008). A Modal Choice formulation is developed and applied on private vehicles, buses, and
the P&R system by Cavadas and Antunes (2019) to aid the
identification of a new P&R facility's properties in the city
of Coimbra. Each P&R facility regardless of its capacity has
a catchment area that can be calculated by using different
methods, as shown in a study by Mesa and Ortega (2001).
A geographical model and a mathematical model - together
or in separate – can be used to estimate the size of a P&R
facility (Memon et al., 2014). Memon et al. (2014) use various mathematical models to define the catchment area
boundaries, such as a geometric shape, parabola, circle,
etc. Duncan and Christensen (2013) state that the geographic method is applied to define the catchment area of
a P&R facility by using the distance of the travel and the
time. Similarly, Farhan and Murray (2005) use the time,
the cost, and the fee to calculate the boundary of the catchment area of a P&R facility. It is worth mentioning that the
P&R system is influenced by several factors including the
quality of the public transport system, the location of P&R
facilities, and the congestion level (Spillar, 1997).
AV is a new technology that might be on the market
in the following years, as stated by (Musk, 2020). This
technology with its characteristics can impact the land
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use since the use of AVs saves lands for other uses than
parking. Moreover, AVs can affect the size of P&R facilities because it decreases the number of conventional
cars on the market (i.e., car ownership), and AV is driven
by a machine not a human; it either parks itself or goes
to pick another passenger up (Hamadneh and EsztergárKiss, 2019; Hamadneh and Esztergár-Kiss, 2021). People's
acceptance of ridesharing means that they favor the use
of AVs (Bansal et al., 2016). Moreover, a study conducted
in six European countries show different acceptance level
of the AVs based on various factors, such as time, cost,
income, and gender (Etzioni et al., 2020). Travelers' preferences, such as trip purpose, trip time, trip cost, income,
gender, age, and the acceptability of waiting time, influence the use of AVs (Golbabaei et al., 2020). In the meantime, people seek those travel options that maximize their
utility. An AV has a lower disutility than conventional cars
since travelers can conduct onboard activities instead of
driving the car (Pudāne et al., 2018).
In reality, cars have higher accessibility than the public
transport mode, so replacing public transport with cars is not
a feasible solution nor realistic due to the capacity of roads,
the cost of infrastructure, and scarcity of lands. In case of
AVs, lands are saved (Vleugel and Bal, 2018), infrastructure in the long term is saved (Anderson et al., 2016), the
capacity of roads is increased (Olia et al., 2018), which consequentially, increases the accessibility (Meyer et al., 2017).
One of the disadvantages of AVs is that travelers are exposed
to a waiting time, which depends on the penetration of AVs
into the market and the time of the day (i.e., peak hours or
off-peak hours). However, travelers can track the location of
AVs and wait either inside or outside; it provides a better
option than walking to the nearest public transport stop and
wait there (Bischoff and Maciejewski, 2016). The acceptable
waiting time for AVs is supposed to be less than or equal
to the time needed for walking and waiting at public transport stops or the time needed for parking a car (Bischoff and
Maciejewski, 2016). The acceptable waiting time, which can
be used to govern the fleet size and does not influence the
people's acceptability of AVs, is 10 minutes, as stated by
Hörl et al. (2016) and Bischoff and Maciejewski (2016).
An agent-based modeling called MATSim (MultiAgents Transport Simulation), which uses a co-evolutionary algorithm, is applied to simulate the daily activity plans
of travelers at a microsimulation level (Horni et al., 2016).
MATSim has the ability to simulate large projects with
a capacity reaching up to 10^7 agents in a shorter time
compared with other software (Nicolai, 2013). Several

studies focusing on AV and its impact on the mobility
of travelers are conducted by using MATSim. Bischoff
and Maciejewski (2016) state that one unshared AV can
replace ten conventional cars, and one shared AV can
replace six conventional cars. Boesch et al. (2016) declare
that the waiting time impacts the fleet size of AVs. The
authors demonstrate that the fleet size of AVs can be
reduced by a maximum of 90 % based on the waiting time.
When Bischoff et al. (2019) conduct a study to find the
effects of AVs on the demand-responsive transport (DRT),
the scholars use 10 minutes as the acceptable waiting time
for AVs. Leich and Bischoff (2019) simulate shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs), and they show that the first riders
should have a waiting time not more than 10 minutes, considering the number of passengers in the path of the vehicle.
Fagnant et al. (2016) demonstrate that 9.3 conventional cars
can be replaced by one SAV (the capacity is four passengers) with a minimal waiting time, based on a study conducted in the urban areas of the city of Austin. The study
of Hamadneh and Esztergár-Kiss (2019) shows that eight
conventional cars can be replaced by one SAV, where the
average waiting time is 7–10 minutes. Ortega et al. (2020a)
study the impact of the P&R system on the travel behavior
of shoppers and workers. The authors replace the public
transport by AVs, and they conclude that an AV trigger the
enhancements of the travel time and the traveled distance.
Studies related to AVs, the P&R system and their
impacts on the travel behavior, are scarcely found in the
literature. This research is conducted to add a new contribution to this insufficiently analyzed topic. The MATSim
is used in this study due to its flexibility and the suitability
for the scope of this study. MATSim is based on an activity-based model; thus, the travelers' trips are simulated by
using their daily activity plans, and the maximization for
the utility is obtained.
3 Methodology
The sample size is taken from the Hungarian Census
Bureau in 2014, which conducts a periodic study every
10 years (HCSO, 2018). The sample size consists of
2309 travelers who usually use their cars to reach the place
of their daily activities. Budapest, which is the place of the
study, is considered the largest city in Hungary as it contains more than 18 % of the gross population of the country (HCSO, 2018). The obtained data contain the daily
activity plans of the travelers, information about the travelers' sociodemographic variables, and the trip characteristics, such as the transport mode, the trip purpose, the
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income, the age, the duration and the schedule of the trips
as well as the parking fees and time. It is worth mentioning that the sample size of this study is taken from a large
sample size of different transport modes, where the large
sample size contains 8500 travelers. Table 1 shows the
composition of the sample size. Those people who travel
for work as a first destination forms 69.64 %, who go for
shopping is 7.54 %, who travel to conduct leisure activity
is 3.38 %, who travel to the place of education is 7.8 %,
and who go for other destinations is 11.61 %. Thus, it can
be concluded that the majority of the travelers go to work.
The collected data are studied, organized, and converted into XML files to be used in MATSim. Fig. 1 illustrates three scenarios. The first scenario, Scenario (1),
simulates the existing situation, where travelers record
their actual daily activities. Scenario (2) includes the integration of the P&R system into the daily activity plans of
the car users, where the drivers must park their cars in the
P&R facility closest to their destination (i.e., using P&R
facility is mandatory). Scenario (3) includes a tradeoff
between using the P&R system and switching to AV (i.e.,
using P&R is not mandatory).
Fig. 2 illustrates the characteristics of the case study,
which contains 23 districts, where each district is divided
into smaller zones. Budapest has 1178 zones, and the
number of P&R facilities in the city is 31; however, only
13 locations of P&R facilities are used based on ArcGIS
and Google Maps Directions API Service tools, which
are applied to identify the locations of the P&R facilities
and the travelers using the real road network measurements (Mesa and Ortega, 2001).
The methodology is based on maximizing the utility of
the travelers by changing at least one parameter of the various trip characteristics, such as the transport mode, the
departure time, or the activity chain (Horni et al., 2016).
For this purpose, the MATSim tool is selected, where the
daily activity plans of car travelers are simulated and optimized. The daily activity plans of the travelers consist of
two parts: the traveling part and the activity part. The traveling part includes the used transport mode, the departure
time, and the arrival time, while the activity part includes

Fig. 1 The three scenarios of simulations

the duration of an activity and the opening hours of that
activity. Travelers select a transport mode based on their
preferences. However, in this research, the daily activity
plans are taken from actual data, and the transport mode
selection is based on travel time and travel cost. Travelers
select a transport mode to maximize their utility generated
from both the activity and the travel parts. In MATSim,
the activity plans are evaluated and simulated to maximize
the utility of the travelers, where MATSim is built based
on a genetic algorithm (GA). In the GA, the daily activity
plans go through a mutation and cross over steps to generate new daily activity plans, where the utility of the travelers is maximized based on preset parameters, such as the
cost of the travel per transport mode, the utility of arriving
late/early, the utility of leaving early, and the utility of the
activity duration (Horni et al., 2016; Arnott et al., 1993).
The required input files of MATSim contain the road
network, the vehicle characteristics, the facilities, the
population, the public transport network, and its schedule. The road network as well as the public transport lines
and schedules are taken from OpenStreetMap (OSM) and
BKK by using JOSP MATSim plugin (JOSM, 2018).
The MATSim tool applies the co-evolutionary algorithm through conducting an iterative loop. This loop
includes MobSim, Scoring, and re-planning in this
sequence. The loop is conducted until reaching a steadystate condition or a state where no further benefit can
be earned from changing the plans (Horni et al., 2016).
MobSim is used to load the travelers on the network and
to simulate their trips based on their initial activity plans.
Dijkstra's routing algorithm in MATSim is applied to find
the best route, where MobSim uses the Qsim engine to
load the plans on the road network. MobSim applies the
first in first out (FIFO) traffic strategy to demonstrate the

Table 1 Sample size characteristics*
Activity type (%)

Daily activity
plans of travelers
Home-based activity

*

Sample size

Work

Shopping

Leisure

Education

Others

2309

69.64 %

7.54 %

3.38 %

7.80 %

11.61 %
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Fig. 2 Case study: Budapest network and the location of P&R facilities

road capacity factors. Technically, the MATSim default
transport mode is the conventional car, while other transport modes can be related to the default mode can be used
in a process called teleportation, which depends on time,
speed, and distance factors (Horni et al., 2016). In the scoring section, the selected activity plans take a score based
on Eq. (1), which is the utility function and sums both the
activity time and the travel time. This utility function is
the Charypar-Nagel function, and it is found in the scoring
step of MATSim (Charypar and Nagel, 2005). Equation (1)

is the general equation that combines both travel and activity time, where the result is a number called the score value.
U plan = ∑ i = 0 ( U act ,i + U trav ,i )
n

(1)

Uplan is the utility of a selected activity plan, and Uact, i is
the utility of conducting an activity. The score of travel is
negative, while the score of conducting an activity is always
positive since it means earning money rather than spending.
In the re-planning process, by making changes to the initial plans, such as the departure time, the transport modes,
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and the route, travelers can improve their plans in each iteration to reach a steady-state condition. After the re-planning
step, the new daily activity plans (i.e., changes occurred
on the initial one in the re-planning step) are re-simulated
through MobSim to be re-scored again. Afterwards, the
selection of a plan is carried out by Logit model probability (Horni et al., 2016). The Multinomial Logit (ML) model
is used to select a plan out of the generated daily activity plans. The ML is used to compute the probability of a
traveler to use a certain transport mode, based on the distribution of the utility function (Simoni et al., 2018). The
re-planning step is where a mutation and the selection of
a plan are executed (i.e., GA) to generate a better solution
rather than the optimum one. It is worth mentioning that
the scoring depends on several factors like the time and
the cost as well as the Vickrey bottleneck model parameters (Charypar and Nagel, 2005; Arnott et al., 1993).
The Vickrey bottleneck model parameters include the
following utilities for traveling, waiting, and being late:
−12/h, −6/h, and −18/h for βtrav, βwait, and βlate.ar, respectively (Arnott et al., 1993). Generally, the dynamic vehicle
routing problem (DVRP) algorithm is applied for simulating AVs to match the travelers, and DVRP is integrated
in MATSim (Horni et al., 2016; Maciejewski, 2016). The
simulation includes the operational parameters when AVs
are simulated with a passenger drop-off time of 60 seconds
and a pick-up time of 120 seconds (Bischoff et al., 2019).
People choose AVs once they realize that using AVs means
the maximization of their benefits, which can be shown
by the VOT, people's acceptability, comfort, trust, and
safety (Golbabaei et al., 2020).
4 Results
The daily activity plans of the car users are studied based
on three scenarios. Each scenario is discussed, as shown
in the following subsections.
4.1 Scenario (1): the simulation of the daily activity
plans of the car users
Scenario (1) studies the existing condition of the car
users' travel behavior without considering the P&R system. MATSim is used in the simulation of 2309 travelers' trips to find some mobility indicators, such as travel
distance and travel time, as shown in Table 2. The average trip distance is 8.78km, and the average trip time is
35.5 minutes. The trip time do not contain the average
parking time (i.e., searching for an empty parking space,
parking, and walking to the destination/activity location).

Table 2 The mobility indicators of the travelers in Scenario (1).
Scenario
(1)

Average leg
distance (km)

Average trip time

Total daily travel
time

8.78

00:35:30

1:28:03

Based on the information provided by the travelers, it can
be concluded that the parking process as an average value
for all is around 8.5 minutes. Thus, the average trip time is
44 minutes (i.e. 35.5 plus 8.5). The total travel time per day
equals the number of trip legs multiplied by 44 minutes,
which is 88.05 minutes.
4.2 Scenario (2): the simulation of the daily activity
plans with the presence of the P&R system
Scenario (2) presents the situation where travelers have to
park their cars in the P&R facilities closest to their destinations. It is good to know that the locations of P&R facilities
are close to public transport terminals, which makes the
travelers' switch to the public transport after they arrive at
the P&R facilities easier. The P&R system is integrated into
the daily activity plans of the travelers, where each facility
of P&R is considered as a separate activity with a 5 minutes duration that simulates the parking time needed to
park a car without the searching time (Ortega et al., 2020a).
It is worth mentioning that the P&R facilities are allocated
to the travelers by using the Google API routing algorithm.
The simulation of the new daily activity plans (including
the P&R activity) is conducted until a steady-state for the
system is reached. The results show an average leg travel
distance of 3.36 km, which represents one trip from one
activity to another during the day, and the average trip time
is 28.5 minutes, as shown in Table 3. The total daily travel
time per traveler is 114 minutes (calculated as the average
trip time multiplied by the average number of legs/trips in
the daily activity plans of the travelers). It is shown that the
average trip time is smaller than in Scenario (1) because the
distance to the destination is shortened by inserting P&R
facilities in between. On the contrary, the total travel time
is larger than in Scenario (1) because the travelers change
the transport mode to a slower one as well as there is an
increase in the total travel distance due to the diverted
routes taken to reach P&R facilities.
Table 3 Travelers' trip time components for Scenario (2), when a P&R
system is integrated.
Scenario
(2)

Average leg
distance (km)

Average trip time

Total daily travel
time

3.36

00:28:30

1:54:00
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4.3 Scenario (3): the simulation of the daily activity
plans with the presence of P&R and AVs
The presence of AV impacts the modal share of the existing condition of Scenario (2). In Scenario (3), fleet size of
AVs, which equals the 20 % of the number of travelers, is
inserted into the network with the conventional cars and
public transport. The cost of using a car is increased by
10 % to demonstrate the increase in the travel cost due to
the parking pricing as well as to motivate people to use
the P&R system and switch to public transport. The marginal utility of traveling by AV is 60 % of the conational
car's, as shown by previous studies (Steck et al., 2018;
Bozorg, 2016). The simulation is run, and the results present changes in the existing modal share and in the travel
measures like time and distance. Referring to the definition of Scenario (2), the modal share is 50 % public transport and 50 % car, where the access and egress time are
merged with public transport. The inclusion of an AV into
the system leads to a change in the modal share based on
the utility of the travelers (i.e., maximizing their score
concerning the time and the cost). The new modal share is
21 % car, 15 % public transport, and 64 % AV. Moreover,
the total number of requests that are served by the AV fleet
is 2823 orders (i.e., trips), and 33 % of them exposes to a
maximum of 10 minutes waiting time.
Table 4 summarizes the output of the simulation of the
AV fleet size being 20 % of the sample size. The trip time
is 26.75 minutes, the occupied time is 7255.15 hours for
the AV fleet, and the travelers’ pick-up and drop-off times
are 99.80 hours and 49.83 hours, respectively. The sum of
the pick-up, the drop-off, and the occupied time represents
the total occupied time, and the ratio of the empty driven
time to the total occupied time shows the fleet utilization
index and consequently, gives an indication of the additional vehicle miles traveled (VMT) compared with conventional cars. The fleet utilization equals 96 %, which
means that the used fleet of AV is occupied by passengers
all the time. It is worth mentioning that another fleet size
is simulated which represents around the 40 % of the number of travelers (i.e., 1000 AVs), and the results demonstrate the impact of AVs appearing on the market on the
modal share. It is demonstrated that as the AV fleet size
increases, more travelers switch to AV. It is found that
with a fleet size of 1000 AVs, around 4150 trips are served,

while around 2823 trips in case of 460 AVs fleet size (i.e.,
the 20 % of the sample size). Additionally, in the case of
460 AVs, around 33% wait 10 minutes compared to the
55.1 % in case of the 1000 AVs fleet size.
5 Discussion
The daily activity plans of those travelers who use personal cars to reach their daily activities are simulated in
this paper by using the MATSim open-source tool. The
simulations are summarized in three scenarios:
Scenario (1) includes the simulation of the existing condition and provides the actual travel time and travel distance of the travelers. Scenario (1) aims to study the existing travel behavior of the travelers, such as knowing the
travel time, the travel distance, and to optimize the daily
activity plans of the travelers without changing the transport mode. The travelers in this scenario do not consider
the P&R system or AVs, which might lead to such indirect impacts as the reduction of traffic congestion, air pollution, and stress generated from the congestion and the
scarcity of parking spaces.
Scenario (2), which presents a solution for the scarcity
of parking spaces, alleviates the congestion by reducing
the number of vehicles on the road network and removes
the stress accompanied with the searching time for empty
parking spaces. The result of the simulation demonstrates
longer distances and longer travel time than in Scenario (1).
The output of Scenario (2) is useful for decision-makers
to find the motivations and the incentives, such as pricing
zone (i.e., buffer), road tolls, discount on using public transport, and parking pricing strategy, to encourage travelers to
use P&R facilities or to compensate for the extra driven time.
Scenario (3) studies the impact of the inclusion of AVs on
the market with the conventional transport modes (i.e., car
and public transport), when P&R facilities are integrated
into the daily activity plans of the travelers. The results
show a notable change in the modal share because the AV
is treated differently than a conventional car, such as the
valuation of travel cost is less due to the ability to multitask on the board of an AV and other phycological benefits (e.g., less driving stress and tension) are present, too.
The output of the simulation demonstrates that the travelers travel longer distances than in Scenario (1) due to
the empty driven distances, and the used AVs fleet size

Table 4 The travelers' trip time components for Scenario (3), when an AV fleet is used.
Scenario
(3)

Fleet size

Average trip time (min)

Occupied time (hr)

Empty driving time (hr)

Drop-off time (hr)

Pick-up time (hr)

Stay (hr)

460

00:26:45

7255.15

273.55

49.83

99.80

4173.77
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have high utilization that makes only 33 % wait an average
10 minutes. The locations of P&R facilities in the network
cause a large percentage shift from public transport to AV.
The modal share of public transport when using P&R system is mandatory is 50 %, and when apply parking pricing
the modal share drops from 50 % to 15 %.
The traffic condition is not enough to encourage people
to use the P&R system. Some travelers, for example have
a parking garage at their properties or workplaces; thus,
parking pricing in the city center is efficient for travelers
who do not have personal parking spaces. In this study,
the assumption is made that all travelers are affected by
the parking pricing (i.e., the increment in the travel cost
due to the increase in the parking fees), while come travelers might not affected by the parking pricing because they
have private parking. In addition, parking pricing might
be applied for certain zones and not for the whole city
center. It is recommended to make a study in the future,
in which the two types of workers regarding the parking ownership are separated. Optimizing and upgrading the existing and proposed P&R facilities are effective
in reducing the travel time, which needs further studies
with a focus on the optimization of the locations and the
capacities of these facilities. More efforts are needed to
see what extra benefits can be got when travelers drive
longer distances than usual driven distances. Moreover,
parking a car at the workplace/destination, or entering the
city center and paying the parking fees, the state restricting on parking time, or entering a zone are different conditions that need to be studied. The outcome of this study
can be used by policy-makers, who decide about the strategy of the P&R system, such as its capacity, its cost of
use, the incentives, and the operational use.
In essence, managing the parking in the city center can be done by using the P&R system. The P&R system increases the travel time, the travel distance, and the
emissions due to the extra distance (assuming that public
transport is not electric). The AVs can attract travelers and
make them avoid using the P&R system, which reduces the
number of conventional cars and the area needed for P&R
facilities. All of these are controlled through the parking
pricing strategies set by the decision-makers.
6 Conclusion
Innovation in transportation industry is continuously
introduced to provide a more beneficial mobility for

people. In this research, the travel behavior of car users
is studied through three scenarios: (1) the existing condition which includes the conventional transport modes,
(2) the simulation of the existing condition with the integration of the P&R system using the conventional transport modes, (3) the simulation of the daily activity plans
of the travelers concerning the P&R system and AVs. The
simulations of the previous scenarios are conducted by
using an open-source software called MATSim, which
applies co-evolutionary algorithm. The integration of
both the P&R system and AVs into the daily activity chain
of the travelers aims to evaluate the P&R system with the
presence AVs. The city center of Budapest has restrictions on using parking, and there is a scarcity of parking spaces due to the old buildings and the narrow roads.
These problems might be solved by the use of the P&R
system and AVs. The simulation of Scenario (3) shows a
decrease in the travel time once AVs appear on the market. Based on the result of this study, the benefits of using
AVs are the elimination of the parking time and the parking cost as well as the minimization of the travel time.
Consequentially, saving lands, for example by reducing
the number of on-street parking, is obtained in the AVs
era. The results show that using the P&R system increases
the overall travel time, compared with using a conventional car (i.e., the existing condition). The results demonstrate that using AVs as a transport mode impacts the
existing modal share concerning the VOT of AV and the
conventional cars', too. In conclusion, the impact of the
P&R system and the AVs on the travel behavior and the
modal share of certain travelers is evaluated in this paper.
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